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16%

of teachers said they would
recommend our session to
other schools.

96% 

parents

Positively impacting your entire school community is vitally important to us. 
We assessed the effectiveness of our programs by collecting and assessing pre & post
feedback from students, staff and parents. Here's what they had to say. 

students

96%

students reported feeling
less likely to cyberbully
after the session.

94%

students reported that they
believed all students their
age should receive ySafe
education.

84%

of students displayed
increased knowledge
about safe online gaming.

"This session has
changed the way
that I am talking
about
cyberbullying and
bystanders."

EMPOWERING

TEACHER  -  SERPENT INE  PR IMARY SCHOOL

"Engaging, interesting, and refreshing. ySafe’s sessions are a
much-needed departure from traditional cyber safety education.
Instead, social media and cyber safety were addressed with a
tech-positive approach, with an obvious focus on the social and
behavioural experiences of the students. A perfectly pitched
cyber safety talk."
TEACHER  -  SWAN V IEW SEN IOR  H IGHSCHOOL

of parents said they benefited
from our session.

"You delivered the
information in an

entertaining manner
and we really

connected with you. I
came away feeling like

someone has our back."

INFORMATIVE

PARENT -  DUNCRAIG  SEN IOR  H IGH
SCHOOL

 
100%

"I was at the parent session last night - it was the most useful and
interesting presentation I have attended and provided the most
sensible, practical and realistic advice that I have seen presented
about any topic."
PARENT -  WAVERLEY  COLLEGE  

100% 

The ySafe Impact...

staff

"I just wanted to
thank you for telling
me what to do. It has
helped me so much.

Some of the other
kids are even sticking

up for me now."

INSP IR ING

YR 7  STUDENT -  MATER  DE I
COLLEGE
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WHO WE WORK
WITH

A selection of some of the schools we work with.


